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1: History of Wedding Costumes | LoveToKnow
Ceremonial Costumes (Twentieth-Century Developments in Fashion and Costume) [Lewis Lyons] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The 20th century was a time of tremendous
technological progress, social change, and visual innovation.

Actors in samurai costume at the Kyoto Eigamura film set A costume used in yakshagana , a theater art from
India Costumed performers from Bristol Renaissance Faire "Costume" often refers to a particular style of
clothing worn to portray the wearer as a character or type of character at a social event in a theatrical
performance on the stage or in film or television. Mardi Gras costumes usually take the form of jesters and
other fantasy characters; Halloween costumes traditionally take the form of supernatural creatures such as
ghosts , vampires , pop-culture icons and angels. Christmas costumes typically portray characters such as
Santa Claus developed from Saint Nicholas. Easter costumes are associated with the Easter Bunny or other
animal costumes. In Judaism , a common practice is to dress up on Purim. During this holiday, Jews celebrate
the change of their destiny. They were delivered from being the victims of an evil decree against them and
were instead allowed by the King to destroy their enemies. A quote from the Book of Esther , which says:
Buddhist religious festivals in Tibet , Bhutan , Mongolia and Lhasa and Sikkim in India perform the Cham
dance , which is a popular dance form utilising masks and costumes. For example, in the artist Hans Makart
designed costumes and scenery to celebrate the wedding anniversary of the Austro-Hungarian Emperor and
Empress and led the people of Vienna in a costume parade that became a regular event until the mid-twentieth
century. Some costumes, such as the ones used in the Dragon Dance , need teams of people to create the
required effect. Sporting events and parties[ edit ] Public sporting events such as fun runs also provide
opportunities for wearing costumes, as do private masquerade balls and fancy dress parties. Businesses use
mascot costumes to bring in people to their business either by placing their mascot in the street by their
business or sending their mascot out to sporting events, festivals, national celebrations, fairs, and parades.
Mascots appear at organizations wanting to raise awareness of their work. Children[ edit ] Costumes also serve
as an avenue for children to explore and role-play. For example, children may dress up as characters from
history or fiction, such as pirates, princesses , cowboys, or superheroes. They may also dress in uniforms used
in common jobs, such as nurses, police officers, or firefighters, or as zoo or farm animals. Young boys tend to
prefer costumes that reinforce stereotypical ideas of being male, and young girls tend to prefer costumes that
reinforce stereotypical ideas of being female. Cosplay Cosplay , a word of Japanese origin that in English is
short for "costume play", is a performance art in which participants wear costumes and accessories to
represent a specific character or idea that is usually always identified with a unique name as opposed to a
generic word. These costume wearers often interact to create a subculture centered on role play, so they can be
seen most often in play groups, or at a gathering or convention. A significant number of these costumes are
homemade and unique, and depend on the character, idea, or object the costume wearer is attempting to
imitate or represent. The costumes themselves are often artistically judged to how well they represent the
subject or object that the costume wearer is attempting to contrive. Costume design Costume design is the
envisioning of clothing and the overall appearance of a character or performer. Costume may refer to the style
of dress particular to a nation, a class, or a period. In many cases, it may contribute to the fullness of the
artistic, visual world that is unique to a particular theatrical or cinematic production. The most basic designs
are produced to denote status, provide protection or modesty, or provide visual interest to a character.
Costumes may be for, but not limited to, theater, cinema, or musical performances. Costume design should not
be confused with costume coordination, which merely involves altering existing clothing, although both
processes are used to create stage clothes. The Costume Designer is a quarterly magazine devoted to the
costume design industry. DIY and homemade costumes[ edit ] In the 20th century, contemporary fabric stores
offered commercial patterns that could be bought and used to make a costume from raw materials. Some
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companies also began producing catalogs with great numbers of patterns. More recently, and particularly with
the advent of the Internet, the DIY movement has ushered in a new era of DIY costumes and pattern sharing.
Industry[ edit ] Professional-grade costumes are typically designed and produced by artisan crafters, often
specifically for a particular character or setting. Specialty shops may also include common costumes of this
caliber. The costume industry includes vendors such the American company Spirit Halloween , which opens
consumer-oriented stores seasonally with pre-made Halloween costumes.
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Examines twentieth-century fashion trends as revealed by details of the outfits worn by queens, emperors, politicians,
judges, military officers and soldiers, and ordinary citizens for ceremonial occasions.

History of Western Weddings In contemporary non-western industrial societies, the situation is complex. This
can range from Japanese kimonos to long body-and face-concealing robes in Islamic cultures, to elaborate
saris in India, to hand-embroidered and metal-encrusted Hmong dress. However, the primacy of the "western
wedding style"-that of a bride dressed in a white gown and a groom in typical western formal attire, has
supplanted many local traditions, at least for the middle and upper classes. Even in countries with strong local
traditions, if there are no specific religious strictures that would prohibit them and the economic resources are
available, couples may opt to hold two ceremonies, one in the tradition of their own country and one of the
western variety. This has been particularly popular in Japan and Korea, where the couple dresses according to
the religion and architecture of the wedding chapel, or holds two separate ceremonies, and might change
ensembles five to seven times during the course of the celebrations. Even in Islamic societies such as Saudi
Arabia, this doubling up of wedding attire has proven popular among the upper classes. History It is not
possible to determine from archaeological evidence whether or not prehistoric societies celebrated marital
unions in a specific manner or marked those celebrations through the use of special garb. Information is nearly
as scarce for the first great urban societies, where nothing is known of the wedding dress or practices of the
bulk of the population and only dynastic marriages survive in the written record. The first clear references to
specific wedding apparel, in the form of bridal crowns and veils, come from the Hellenistic period of Greece.
These too, while spec-ified for use in weddings, and ranging from simple flow-ers to elaborate metal tiaras,
were accessories. It is not until many centuries later that most cultures adopted recognizable ensembles to
mark the occasion. This stems, in part, from simple economics. In pre-industrial times, the idea of
ceremony-specific clothing, particularly for a one-time event, was beyond the means of the vast majority of
the population. Even at the court level, wardrobe inventories discuss the fact that royalty and courtiers alike
tended to wear their most fashionable garments, with no real consideration of one-time use or symbolism of
color or style. Again, it is the use of accessories that gives the garments their meaning. Queen Victoria in
wedding dress, c. However, certain aspects, such as identically dressed attendants, appeared in many other
cultures for more symbolic reasons than simply to honor, support, and, perhaps impress. According to reports,
and a controversial garment in the collection of the Museum of London, her bridal gown consisted of a silver
tissue and lace overgown worn over a white underdress. That this probably had more to do with the Regency
fashion of white dresses than any symbolic intent did not stop it from exerting the same fashion influence of
twentieth-century "royalty" such as Princess Grace of Monaco; Diana Princess Of Wales; or Carolyn Bessette
Kennedy. The ideal of a white wedding dress was codified in , when Queen Victoria wore a creamy white
Spitalfields silk satin and lace gown. It was endlessly reproduced in fashion journals, setting a fashion
standard for some appreciable time. With the advent of industrialization in the West, the combination of
readily available and comparatively cheap fabric meshed with the aspirations and needs of a nolonger
self-sustaining population to acquire more garments, particularly those for festive occasions. Improved
communication, in the form of newspapers, magazines, and their delivery methods of roads, railroads, and
improved shipping speeds, as well as the establishment of dependable rural postal delivery at the turn of the
twentieth century, allowed even isolated or working-class women to aspire to new fashion trends. However,
economics and practicality continued to play a significant role, particularly among these populations. Societal
norms decreed that appropriately formal dress be worn for significant occasions, from confirmation, to
weddings, to church attendance, to funerals. Frequently, such a dress was presented to a young woman at her
coming of age; if funding permitted, another was obtained for her wedding. However, this dress would be
expected to serve, not only for the festive occasion for which it was purchased, but also for all others in the
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foreseeable future, including funerals. It tended toward a conservative cut for this reason, and often had large
seam allowances that could accommodate pregnancy and possible weight gain. This tendency continued into
the late nineteenth and even early twentieth century among rural women. Women of the higher classes wore
colors; frequently, but not invariably, white. After a death in the family, when the period of strict mourning
was over, marriage could take place, but the bride would wear either gray or lavender. Among the working
classes, as soon as it was economically feasible, colors were adopted, although the white, one-time only dress
was still a rarity. Even the more affluent often assumed their gowns would see use more than once, and
colored wedding dresses were still common into the first decade of the twentieth century, after which the ideal
of a white, often anachronistic gown, meant to be worn only once, was only supplanted by extraordinary
conditions, such as war. With nods to changes in silhouette and length, the now-immutable tradition of the
bride in white, surrounded by equally formally dressed family and attendants, became the norm, not only in
Western culture, but wherever Western fashion was emulated, and frequently in the face of centuries-old local
tradition. Occasional vagaries of lifestyle, including nude hippie weddings and thematic concoctions ranging
from period or folk evocations to camouflage in honor of a deploying soldier, did not dislodge the basic
formal make-up of the wedding party, or its concentration on white or off-white and a fairly conservative cut.
However, in the s, this began to change, first among the attendants and guests, who began to wear colors such
as black, previously considered taboo for twentieth-century weddings. New materials began to appear,
including leather, sequins, and even tattoos, as part of the wedding ensemble which itself frequently displayed
significantly more flesh than had previously been considered appropriate. Now even brides were sporting
colors such as red and black, and indeed, even getting tattoos for the occasion. The symbolism of both color
and cut for the wed-ding party, solidified over the nineteenth century and even earlier in the case of many of
the accessories, is accepted in the early s with no understanding of origin or is ignored by many modern
brides. The idea of wearing a one-time only dress is more prevalent, as most medium-priced gowns have their
beaded or pearl decoration glued on rather than sewn. Alternatively the bride simply rents her gown, a
tendency common in Japan, but that is making inroads in Europe and the United States. Accessories and Their
Symbolism Traditional Indian wedding attire It is often the accessories that historically have provided clothing
with bridal significance. Some can be traced to specific time periods while others appear to predate written
records. One example of this is the headpiece. Depending on the culture, both men and women may have a
specific type of head covering, but it is most unusual for the bride to be bareheaded. The earliest were
undoubtedly simple wreaths of plant material: Later, head ornaments of cloth, metal, gems, and even wood
began to be used. These were often accompanied by an additional piece of cloth, which might simply cover
the hair or be draped over the entire head of the bride, obscuring her features. Certain religions dictate this
kind of modesty, historically as well as in the early twenty-first century. However, in European culture, the
veil also served as a disguise, a pre-Christian remnant of hiding the bride lest she be attacked by the forces of
evil. Identically dressed attendants served not only to assist her, but to also confuse demonic presence.
Bouquets or other objects, such as fans or books, are also important accessories and are symbolic on several
different levels. The carrying of flowers or other plants, such as wheat, is not only decorative, but refers to the
fertility of the union. Flowers have been accorded symbolism in nearly every culture, but they also express
wealth and taste in their choice and cost. In the early s it is most common for Western brides to carry
expensive flowers, with only very religious or economically prudent women opting for a prayer book.
However, in earlier times, the owning and display of such a luxury item as a book would have lent the bride
additional status, and frequently formed one of her betrothal gifts. The wedding ring, a token of affection, an
exchange of property in the form of precious metal, and a none-too-subtle warning of future unavailability, is
not a universal accessory. This is even more true of the engagement ring, a staple in North America, but not as
common in other cultures, even in the West. Additionally, the finger or hand on which the rings are worn vary
from culture to culture, as well as historically. Sixteenth-century examples of wedding portraits show the bride
wearing a ring on her thumb. White is the color of mourning in most Asian cultures. Red, the one color still
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forbidden to most mainstream Western brides, due to its connotations of immorality "scarlet woman,"
"red-light district" , is completely appropriate in other cultural settings. In India, it is the color of purity, and is
often worn by brides. In much of East Asia, it is the color of celebration and luck, and therefore appropriate
for bridal attire. However, the tendency toward adopting the Western white wedding, established only in the
mid-nineteenth century, seems to be continuing throughout the world, sometimes alone, and sometimes in
conjunction with local traditions. At the same time, the white wedding in the West is proving to be far less
static than previously thought, evolving as fashions and societal norms do. Wedding Customs and Folklore.
David and Charles, An early work exploring the symbolism of marriage and its dress. Baldizzone, Tiziana,
and Gianni Baldzonne. Ethnic Symbols, Costume, and Ritual. One of many new studies that look at modern
global practice. Cunnington, Phillis, and Catherine Lucas. Costume for Births, Marriages, and Deaths. One of
the first, and still important studies of Western ceremonial clothing. A rather good exploration of modern
global wedding practices. Excellent discussion of European peasant weddings. Weddings, Dating and Love:
Customs and Cultures Worldwide, including Royalty. An imperfect but broad compendium of modern
practices. Fashion in the Age of the Black Prince: A Study of the Years Rowman and Littlefield, One of the
best studies of fourteenth-century dress, including weddings, using difficult to find primary sources. The most
careful case study to date of ethnic wedding traditions, focusing on those of Norway, by one of the pioneers of
costume history fieldwork. Dress in the Middle Ages. A book that is significant because it presents much
compressed information, and its discussion of garments signifying rites of passage is important. Three
Centuries of Wedding Dress. The National Trust, Was this page useful?
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3: "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" dress - Hollywood history on the auction block - Pictures - CBS News
Introduction This volume traces the history of fashion and costume during the twentieth century,a period that saw the
most rapid and revolutionary changes in dress so far.

The sari spans all of Indian society, from simple cotton versions that are woven in the street throughout the
villages of India to extremely glamorous contemporary styles that grace the catwalk during India Fashion
Week. There are many variations on the basic styles depending on the area and on fashion, from the pom-pom
hats of the Black Forest bollenhut to thoroughly modern versions: Balinese temple dress, Indonesia Anyone
visiting a Balinese temple should at least wear two basic elements of Balinese traditional dress, a sash
selendang and a sarong-style skirt known as a kain. Herero women, Namibia The traditional dress of the
Herero women in Namibia is an adaptation of Victorian dress, as worn by the German colonists they fought in
a bloody conflict at the start of the twentieth century, and now retained as a proud part of Herero identity. The
silhouette is distinctive: The simple bright colours of blue, red, yellow and green always feature and reindeer
skin and fur is used for belts, boots and gloves. For men this means the gho, a knee-length gown tied at the
waist by a belt called a keram. For the women, traditional dress is typically an ankle-length dress called a kira,
and the equivalent scarf is called a rachus. Bowler hats, Bolivia Think bowler hats and the first person who
springs to mind is an English city gent â€” Mr Banks from Mary Poppins perhaps. During the festival each of
the tribes of the Nagaland show their finery, each tribe having its own magnificent style, and with a
spectacular range of headdresses on display, incorporating feathers, cane, dyed goat fur and boar tusks. The
region is also known for its crafts and weaving, including beautiful Naga shawls. Conical hats, Vietnam
Vietnam is home to an extraordinary wealth of clothing traditions, with the most elaborate outfits found in the
north, such as red brocades of the Flower Hmong people and the decorated headdresses of the Red Dao.
However, the most recognisably Vietnamese item is the conical hat, or non la, an essential accessory
throughout the country. However, the ultimate flamenco dress is the bata de cola, the long-tailed version worn
for the style of dance of the same name, an intricate and beautiful dance where the dancer controls the tail so
that it swishes and flicks as if it has a life of its own. Though each village has its own style, there are common
features â€” a veil, bonnet or shawl, long pleated skirts and richly embroidered blouses. Some of the most
spectacular are from the province of Nuoro. Changing the Guard, Seoul , South Korea Seoul is a frenetic,
modern city, and its pop culture is taking over the world, but at its heart are a series of beautiful royal palaces
such as Gyeongbokgung. The keffiyeh, shemagh or ghutrah, the Middle East The scarf headdress worn by
men across the Middle East comes in many variation of colour, style and name. However, the Palestinian
black-and-white keffiyeh is the most recognizable verson, having been appropriated worldwide both as a
symbol of protest and a fashion item, most absurdly when Balenciaga produced one for their catwalk show.
Coiffe, Brittany , France A coiffe is an intricate lace headdress worn as part of the folk costumes of Brittany,
though now only seen for local festivals, or pardons. From the seventeenth century onwards they developed as
the main item of dress for men and woman, and a means of expression for the individual wearer. They are still
worn for special occasions, such as weddings, with modern adaptations making an appearance all over the
world. The surface decoration is significant, with symbols such as the crane, for example, indicating good
fortune and long life. Mam is the first language, not Spanish, and the clothing for men in particular is
brilliantly distinctive â€” red-and-white striped trousers, black woollen breeches, embroidered shirts and straw
hats. Visit for the All Saints fiesta to see Todos Santos culture in all its glory, in particular the frenetic horse
race that starts the festivities.
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Ceremonial and Festival Costumes. requiring many changes of costume or dress. Dress is an inclusive concept that
involves modifying the body by the use of.

Cultural Wedding Traditions All around the world, we can find people celebrating the passages from one stage
of life to the next with some type of formal ceremony. These ceremonies, such as births, weddings, and
funerals, usually incorporate special foods, rituals, and clothing specific to the occasion celebrated. Many
people regard a cultural tradition as a practice inherited from the past that is relatively unchanged and
unchanging from generation to generation. However, a tour through this exhibition will demonstrate that the
cultural traditions surrounding wedding dress are not static and unchanging. These traditions gradually evolve
over time, as they are reinvented by the people who use them. Worn by Elizabeth J. Porter at her marriage to
Francis V. Queen Victoria in her wedding dress. The Traditional White Wedding Dress Traditional wedding
dresses as we think of them today in America consist of a full-skirted white satin gown with high neck and
sleeves of lace, and a veil headdress, both trimmed with lace and pearls. It is natural to assume that this style
has been around for centuries and worn by everyone, since it is the traditional style. However, the style is
reminiscent of what was worn only years ago in the mid nineteenth century. This tradition, like many others, is
not static and unchanging, or really very old. The styles and colors of wedding dresses have varied according
to the fashions of the time, and the circumstances of the wedding. The white of choice for most brides was not
a pure white, however, rather a cream or ivory color which was more flattering to the complexion. Her choice
of a plain white satin dress and orange blossom wreath headdress with lace veil was shockingly plain by royal
standards and a significant departure from the royal tradition of a dress embroidered with silver and encrusted
with jewels, a jeweled crown, and velvet robes trimmed with fur. Royal weddings have always influenced the
wedding ceremonies of non-royal brides and grooms, the brides often imitating the dress of princesses. Gift of
Lorna Scott Payne. Brown silk satin wedding gown from Vaughan family, c. Gift of Marcia Hansen Drayer.
Weddings were celebrated during the morning hours until changes in church law in allowed afternoon
weddings. Wedding dresses of many socially prominent brides were altered for evening attire, or a second
bodice was made for evening-one with a lower neckline and no sleeves. The proper ensemble included a frock
coat of blue, claret, or mulberry, a waistcoat of white, and trousers of pale drab or lavender doeskin. Black was
considered a color inconsistent with the occasion. Wedding dress styles generally followed the current
fashionable daytime styles and were worn with either a bonnet or veil. It was not until the end of the s,
however, that veils were worn over the face. Dresses could be white or colored. When in mourning, brides
could wear a black, gray, or lavender color dress. By the end of the 19th century, men had become less
colorful in their fashionable as well as wedding attire. During the s, a morning coat or cutaway of dark blue or
black was worn with gray trousers and tie and a white waistcoat. The frock coat returned in the s, but only in
black. These garments may reflect the time of day the wedding occurred. Early 20th Century, After the turn of
the century, the white wedding dress tradition was firmly established, and further embellished by the
Edwardians with an abundance of lace and pearls. Wedding dress styles of the early twentieth century
continued to follow fashionable dress silhouettes, including the short flapper dress popular in the s, and the
bias cut fashions of the early s. The romantic and historical epics of the cinema, featuring glamorous evening
and exotic historical styles also influenced wedding dress designs. In addition to the fashionable bias cut
gowns, medieval and victorian styles were also available. The morning coat or cutaway regained popularity by
, and was in widespread use after WWI. Working men wore a dark suit, which eventually gave way in the s to
a formal suit, or tuxedo, often rented for the occasion. Dress made from a nylon parachute. Gift of Lillian
Kinnune Luoma. Wedding dress made from a silk parachute. Gift of Edwin Jr. Historically revived wedding
fashions. Wedding of Jill St. Mid 20th Century, The pure white wedding dress was firmly established by late
s, replacing the ivories and creams that had passed for white over the previous fifty years. White wedding
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dresses from this point on were generally not meant to be worn for any other occasion; they were specifically
made for the wedding ceremony. Fashionable silhouettes as well as historically revived styles were popular,
interrupted briefly by the war which had an affect on wedding dress styles. Brides, often out of necessity and
sometimes out of patriotism wore practical suits or short day dresses during the wartime years. Wedding
ceremonies often depended on when the groom could get a furlough or leave, and these were often scheduled
on very short notice. Although there were shortages of some materials shortly after the war, there was an
abundance of parachute materials, either through army surplus or as the result of wartime souvenirs. The two
examples in this exhibition include a dress made from a German silk Lt. In April , Lillian entered the Fifth
National Sewing contest sponsored by the Cleveland Press, and won first prize in the Victory Group for this
negligee and gown made for a belated honeymoon. The design incorporates the original parachute seaming in
the skirt of the negligee. Late 20th Century, Historically revived wedding fashions were popular at the end of
the twentieth century, interrupted by a period of diminished ritual and formality in the s. The majority of
historic styles were based on Victorian or Edwardian fashions of the late 19th or early 20th century. The
predominant historical styles of the late s were those with high waists, reminiscent of Regency or Empire
fashions of the early 19th century. Non-traditional styles flourished during the anti-establishment s. All forms
of ritual and formality were greatly diminished, giving way to weddings customized by the bride and groom.
Outdoor settings replaced formal churches, garlands of daisies replaced veils, and the bride and groom wrote
their own vows. Structured dresses of lace and tulle were replaced by loose and simple, back-to-nature peasant
smocks and hooded caftans. Traditionally feminine fabrics and details such as velvets and ruffles were used to
trim tuxedos and shirts. It is possible to rent a wide variety of formal wear, from traditional morning coats and
frock coats with top hats to the now customary tuxedo. The real-life princess wore a Victorian style dress
befitting a fairy-tale princess. The large-sleeved, fitted bodice, full-skirted silhouettes of Victorian revival
style gowns are the epitome of the traditional white wedding dress. Cultural Wedding Traditions Wedding
dress of hand embroidered pineapple cloth from The Philippines, with traditional butterfly sleeves worn by
Aida Solita M. Gift of Alma Saddam. Traditional Korean wedding costume. Traditional Japanese wedding
dress. Macedonian bridal costume from Bitola region. Early twentieth century Palestinian traditional wedding
dress or thob malakeh queenly dress , from the area near Bethlehem. This style of wedding dress was replaced
by western style dress in the urban areas as early as the late nineteenth century, and by the s in rural regions.
Today, a more modern version of this style of dress is worn as a re-affirmation of cultural pride by some
Palestinian brides. Weddings are a universal rite of passage, a process which requires one to separate from the
old, pass from the old to the new, and finally, become a part of the new. The rituals and traditions for this
process vary from country to country. The changes of clothing often represent the change in social status of
the bride or groom. Sometimes the clothing changes reveal traditions and practices adapted from other cultures
via trade, migration, or colonization. Western fashion has influenced the style of dress of many non-western
cultures, in some areas replacing the traditional dress entirely. Several countries incorporated the white
wedding gown into their wedding traditions during the early and mid twentieth century. One can find a
synthesis of western fashion and traditional dress in wedding attire, either through the style of dress, type of
fabric, or style of accessories. Although the white wedding dress tradition of Western culture can be found
among the wedding traditions of several places where Europeans and Americans had influence, there has been
a rebirth in cultural identity and a resurgence of interest in traditional wedding dress. Contemporary versions
of traditional wedding clothes are often in great demand, and worn in addition to or instead of the white
wedding dress. In several Asian countries, wedding ceremonies share a common Confucian tradition, and
common traditions regarding color. Many traditional wedding costumes incorporate the color red, since it is an
auspicious and happy color. White, on the other hand, is the traditional color of death and mourning. In both
Korea and Japan, weddings have become a prosperous business with a steady clientele. Both cultures view
marriage as a necessity to enter into adult society. The marriage ceremony changes reckless youths into
responsible adults. Traditional Korean bridal dress is based on the costume of royal princesses. The red skirt
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and yellow jacket are worn over full pantaloons and a long slip, and under a red robe with wide rainbow stripe
sleeves. The headdress consists of a beaded crown with a dragon head pin in lacquered hair. A western style
shirt and tie are worn under the robe. In their place was a modern, new style wedding with Korean vernacular
language, and western style dress. Many ceremonies today feature both traditional and modern forms of dress.
Prior to WWII, Japanese wedding dress for an ordinary bride was a long-sleeved and predominantly black
kimono. This resulted in a second change of dress for the bride. In the s, a western style evening gown was
added to the process, making three changes of clothing. The economic boom and emergence of Japan onto the
global market during the s, brought an additional change of bridal dress, the western style white wedding
gown. The wedding costume of rural agricultural areas does not usually display an abundance of fine silks and
other rich materials, however, that is not to say that these costumes are devoid of decoration. Many traditional
forms of wedding apparel fell out of use in the s, in favor of more modern forms of dress. They often ended up
in shops and were bought by tourists.
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Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. These political divisions were essentially established by the Ottomans
in the sixteenth century, but throughout history this part of Africa has been affected by, and has had a
profound effect upon, the regions that surround it: It is impossible to appreciate one region without knowing
something of the history of all; the style and patterning of dress provides one means of reading that history.
History, Geography, and Climate The climate and topography of North Africa is extraordinarily varied. The
peaks of the High Atlas mountains of Morocco tower over 13, feet, whereas oases in the depressions of the
Libyan Desert descend to sea level or below. The mild, temperate conditions of the Mediterranean and
Atlantic coasts give way to the searing daytime heat and freezing nighttime temperatures of the desert lands to
the south. Crops and vegetation thrive on the fertile northern plains and along the Nile valley, whereas
scarcely anything grows in the desert save in the lush oases where the water table is close to the surface.
Ancient Egyptian art gives us a fairly detailed picture of how people in this part of North Africa dressed, at
least as far back as b. Elsewhere, the extraordinary rock paintings of the Sahara, the Atlas Mountains , and the
Nile valley, dating from c. In the ninth century b. In the seventh century, Muslim armies invaded North Africa
and began the process that, despite resistance from the indigenous Berber peoples, culminated in the
establishment of the Hispano-Moresque civilization; this society flourished in the Maghrib countries and
southern Spain until the fall of Granada to Christian armies in After that event, many Muslim and Jewish
artisans, including weavers and embroiderers, sought refuge in the large towns of North Africa, and at this
point, a particular pattern of production, use of materials, and division of labor, which has remained essentially
unchanged, was established. Town and Country Walk through the marketplace in any North African town,
from Cairo to Marrakech, and at first glance you will find people dressed no differently than city dwellers in
any other part of the world. Many male professionals and office workers wear a suit and tie, or possibly some
version of the "safari" suit. Many women wear an equally conventional two-piece top and skirt, though most
wear the Hijab, the Islamic head covering. Younger people of both sexes wear jeans, T-shirts, or football
shirts. Among these now ubiquitous "Western" garments, however, people wear more obviously local
fashions. Many working men in Cairo wear djellaba, the long, loose-fitting gown, sometimes in combination
with the kaffiyeh, a turbanlike head cloth or cotton skullcap; older women may wear burqa and bedla, a black
headscarf and flowing dress. In Tunisian towns, the red felt chechiya, a cross between skullcap and beret, is
still the single most distinctive item of male attire, while in much of the Maghrib the burnoose, a hooded
cloak, is worn by many men. In rural regions, the cut and sewn garments of the city tend to be replaced by
single-piece draped or wrapped clothes for women, secured by a fibula, or cloak pin. Berber women of the
Atlas Mountains of Morocco wear elaborate headdresses on certain occasions, whereas men may wear large
woolen cloaks or knitted "long johns" while herding their flocks during the winter. Socalled "granny"
dressesâ€”often featuring "foreign" elements such as cuffs, collars, pockets, and pleated hemsâ€”are
commonly worn by women in rural communities of North Africa. Variations on this style, based on European
dresses of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, may be found in many other parts of the world, including
the islands of the Pacific Ocean. However, the costumes worn for special occasions, particularly marriage,
emphasize the real differences between town and country styles. Marriage Costume In North Africa, as in all
Muslim societies, marriage is seen as the ideal adult state. Clothing for both bride and groom reflects their new
social status as well as concerns over modesty and fertility; perhaps most importantly, clothing is seen to ease
transition from the unmarried to the married state. As elsewhere in postcolonial Africa, the popularity of
"traditional" attire has fluctuated according to political, religious, and economic circumstances. The dictates of
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fashion and the desire to appear modern has made the white European wedding dress a popular choice, though
often dress designers have come up with styles that incorporate something old and something new, thus
satisfying the desire to be both fashionable and culturally aware. The names of certain wedding garments in
North Africa suggest one or more of the ceremonies marking the different days of the marriage festivities; for
example, mwashma painted , an elaborately embroidered dress from the village of Raf Raf in Tunisia, evokes
the laylat al-henna, or "night of henna," when the bride and groom are tattooed with henna to bless their
marriage and encourage the birth of children. The Significance of Pattern Similar patterns are known by
different names in different regions of North Africa and do not necessarily have the same significance.
However, universal concerns regarding protection from harmâ€”and, by extension, promoting good luck,
health, and fertilityâ€”are preoccupations that inform the patterning of artifacts throughout the region.
Concerns about the harmful effects of envy, focused in beliefs surrounding the evil eye , are often manifest in
the form of patterning applied to marriage costume in particular, though such designs may perform a host of
additional functions. The bakhnuq, a marriage shawl from southern Tunisia, is woven in a combination of
wool and cotton that, when dyed, reveals the white cotton motifs resistant to dye. The wedding dresses of
women from the oases in the Western Desert of Egypt, with the exception of the oasis of Siwa, display
unmistakable similarities to the embroidered dresses of Palestine, reflecting a long historical connection
between the two regions. In the s these dresses are only worn by older women, but they still display the very
distinctive patterning, color, and style of embroidery peculiar to each oasis, and sometimes even to individual
villages within the same oasis. The embroidered bodices of these dresses, embellished with numerous sequins
and sometimes small coins to deflect the evil eye, are a certain way of establishing the identity and affiliation
of the wearer. The patterning applied to male clothing reflects similar concerns. Dress as Historical Document
The patterning, color, style, and design of dress and textiles in North Africa suggest clues that, through
painstaking research, can be pieced together to provide a more detailed and reliable picture of the past than
any written record. Few, if any, of the distinctive features of dress happen by accident or whim; many tell of
the movements of people through warfare, religious persecution, trade, economic necessity, or natural disaster.
Often this story goes back many centuries, perhaps reaching outside both the region and even the African
continent, each event being recorded in a series of details that have gradually evolved into the form of modern
dress. The machine-embroidered wedding dresses worn by women of the Jewish faith in urban Morocco are
developments of the elaborate, hand-embroidered dresses of the nineteenth century. These in turn can be
traced back to Spanish styles of the late Hispano-Moresque period, brought to Morocco by Jewish craftsmen
expelled from Andalusia during Christian persecution of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These craftsmen
settled not just in Morocco, but in major urban centers throughout the Maghrib. At each end of this silk
wedding veil is a set of design bands woven in silk and gold thread. The central band known as dar-alwust
literally "the house in the middle" represents a mosque in stylized form; at the other end of the cloth, the
dar-al-wust features two motifs in the form of the Star of David , an element of the design that continues to be
included by the Muslim weavers out of respect for the Jewish weavers who once produced this garment. In
recent years a collective of female weavers, taking over what had previously been an exclusively male
profession, began to weave this shawl, using the same looms and weaving techniques, but in gaudy, two-tone
rayon, rather than in silk and cotton. Their new markets were initially in Libya and Sudan, but when these
dried up following political differences between the three countries, the women found other outlets in the
tourist trade in Cairo from where these textiles are today exported to various European countries. Distinctive
ceremonial costumes continue to be produced by weavers and embroiderers in different parts of North Africa,
displaying the dynamism with which textile traditions throughout Africa have developed since antiquity.
Despite the clear influences that have helped to shape North African cultures, an internal dynamic has molded
these elements into the distinctive material culture characteristic of each region. See also Africa, Sub-Saharan:
London and New York: Detailed paintings and drawings made by French artists working in Morocco during
the s; text in English. Editions Joel Cuenot, Exhibition catalog text in French with useful essays and many
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The young men are also given body paint in the course of initiation. After residing in the cult house for
months, the boys return to their village as adults when all male members of the house elaborately decorate
their bodies as a statement of their own attractiveness, to display characteristics identified with being a
successful male and to identify themselves as sacred beings from the world of the ancestors. The men-dressed
in fiber skirts-paint their bodies with yellow, black, red, and white curvilinear patterns. Paint is believed to be
sacred and clearly adds to the seriousness of the occasion. Red and white are especially favored because these
colors are associated with brightness and are viewed as auspicious. A wicker headdress adorned with flowers
and feathers as well as large shells worn on the chest and forehead enhance the brilliance of the costume. In
addition, other accessories of shell, bone, boar-tusk, seeds, and feathers are worn. Feathers are noteworthy for
symbolizing growth and power. A similar ritual is held by the Navajo, but the Apache put greater stress on the
benefit of the ritual to the community. On the second night, male masqueraders called Gan, wearing plank
headdresses made of slats of agave stalk, impersonate Mountain Spirits who bless the area and help protect the
community from dangers and disease. During the Apache puberty ceremony, the young girl is dressed in either
a buckskin skirt or a long cotton skirt and a buckskin smock or cape painted yellow, the color of sacred pollen
said to symbolize fertility. These garments are decorated with symbols of the moon, sun, and stars. Both skirt
and smock utilize fringes that could represent sunbeams. An abalone shell is worn on the fore-head along with
shell necklaces, shell earrings, and feathers for the hair. Metal bells, buttons, and decorative metal cones cut
from cans dangling from the dress have been used since the early nineteenth century. Buckskin moccasins and
leggings might be added to the ensemble. The various items of dress must be put on in a prescribed sequence
and draped in a particular way. The outfit of the girl, based on traditional female dress, is now specific to this
ceremony; in the past, the Apache wore various items of dress made only from animal skins. The use of an
older material or clothing style for ceremonies is not uncommon. At the time of puberty in the West African
country of Sierra Leone, Mende girls begin an initiation process into the female Sande association where they
learn traditional songs and dances and are educated about their future roles as wives and mothers. During
seclusion, the girls are covered with a white pigment of crushed shell and chalk and wear ornaments that
define their status as novice and indicate that they are under the protection of the association. Formerly, this
period lasted for several months, but in recent decades, the period has been reduced to a few weeks. After
successfully completing all initiation obligations, the girls with similar hairstyles and dressed in fine clothing
form a procession and parade back to town accompanied by masked dancers. Sande is the only documented
African association in which women both own and perform masquerades. The masks- characterized by a shiny
black surface, fleshy neck rolls, delicately carved features, a smooth, high forehead, and an elaborate
coiffure-are seen as expressing a Mende feminine ideal. The coiffures of the mask are actually based on
popular types of Mende hairstyles, especially those worn on special occasions by women of high status. The
arrangement of the hair into a series of longitudinal ridges is a common coiffure and has been documented on
women at the turn of the fifteenth century; it indicates the role of women as cultivators and bearers of culture.
Elaborately painted body decoration and scarification are customarily associated with initiation ceremonies in
many parts of the world. Among the We of the Ivory Coast, the faces of young female initiates are painted
when they leave the excision camp by initiated women, skilled in body painting. They paint the faces of the
young girls with schematic designs in black, blue, red, and white. The purpose of such embellishment is to
make the girls look attractive. After emerging from the camp, the initiated girls sit in state, displaying their
newly acquired social status as marriageable women. Changes in role and status have been correlated with
irreversible forms of body art to emphasize the accumulative and unalterable nature of the transition. This
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procedure begins when a girl is five or six and at each stage consists of rows of slightly raised dots that form
linear and geometric patterns. The scarification is displayed at each stage and when completed expresses the
permanent nature of the transition as well as a visual identification with the group. At these times, the girls
wear only a simple woven cloth apron allowing for maximum visibility of the body designs. For centuries, the
Kalabari people of southeastern Nigeria have worn an assortment of both foreign and indigenous items of
dress. These they assemble into a distinctive ensemble that for women consists of an imported lace or eyelet
blouse and a combination of wrappers embellished with bead, gold, or coral jewelry. The Kalabari do not
produce textiles themselves, but purchase hand-woven textiles made in Nigeria and Ghana along with
imported, factory-made textiles. The Kalabari also make use of these textiles by decorating funerary chambers
of socially prominent elders with rich displays of heirloom textiles. A group of elderly women, skilled in
selecting and arranging textiles, completely drape the ceiling and walls with cloth. The bed, where the corpse
is laid in state, is the visual focus of the chamber. Personal accessories that belonged to the deceased, such as
beads, fans, canes, and textiles are folded and layered on the bed to reveal a variety of patterns, textures, and
colors. Many societies or cultures associate a particular color or type of costume with mourning appropriate
for wearing at funerary or memorial ceremonies. The Frafra of northern Ghana have elaborate funerary rituals
that emphasize dress. The ordinary male funerary costume consists of a smock, quiver, bow, flute, and
headdress. This costume, which is based on the dress worn by both hunters and warriors, symbolizes the
origins of Frafra society and its early history. The most common funerary headdress, worn by any male old
enough to be a hunter or warrior, is a wicker cap with a hole in the top for inserting a stick or bundle of reeds
covered with the hair from the neck of a sheep. The use of sheep hair reflects the importance of domesticated
animals, especially for sacrifices. Such a helmet may be made by the owner or purchased in the market. On the
other hand, the wicker helmet with horns can be worn only by a hunter. The female funerary costume is based
on traditional female dress. In much of northeastern Ghana, women in the past wore woven grass waistbands
with small forked leafy branches attached to the front and rear. This leaf form has been replaced almost
entirely by a tail made of dyed grass or leather strands. Women would receive such elaborate "tails" during
courtship as signs of admiration and intent. The grass or leather "tails" are viewed as proper dress for special
occasions. Today, a commercially printed cloth for the upper torso or head tie is often added. In addition, a
woman may wear stone or ivory armlets to reflect pride in her family and household. A wedding ritual not
only unites two individuals, but provides a permanent linkage between families and kin groups. Ceremonies
marking marriage put considerable emphasis on elaborate and often colorful dress. In Central Asia, special
garments tailored from silk cloth were worn at marriage by high-status, wealthy women during the nineteenth
century. The garments were fashioned from hand-loomed silk cloth, decorated with designs made using the
ikat-dying technique in which the thread is tie-dyed prior to being woven. The designs were usually created
through a process of tie-dying the lengthwise or warp threads before plain colored crosswise or weft threads
were woven into them. In the finished textile, the edges where the warp threads had been bound together for
dyeing, show a blurred, irregular outline. Tunisian traditional dress The traditional dress for a Tunisian woman
consists of a silk, cotton, or wool wrapper draped around the body and attached on the chest with one or two
fibulae and gathered at the waist with a sash. The wrapper is covered by a loose-fitting tunic with seams on
either side and, for some, sleeves made from another more exquisite material. This type of outfit is now used
only for weddings with each region having its own specific patterns and colors. Women are allowed to express
their own individual taste and preference. Tunisian wedding tunics are decorated with elaborate embroidery,
sequins, and gold-covered wire thread. There is an increasing emphasis on such gold work, especially in the
urban areas. Embroidered designs may represent popular symbols of luck such as a star, birds, fish, and
crescents. Similar tunics are found in other parts of North Africa. The wedding costumes and jewelry, which
have become increasingly expensive, may be borrowed from neighboring families or rented from a female
specialist who helps plan wedding ceremonies. For jewelry, silver is preferred because it is believed to be pure
and propitious. Women wear a variety of tunics with different types of decoration and design at distinct
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ceremonies during the wedding ritual. In Tunisia an important part of the wedding ceremony is for a bride to
be displayed formally to the groom, her relatives, and the relatives of the groom. At these times she is dressed
in several different tunics that she removes one by one until she is in the last one, the richest of all. For North
Africans, marriages represent a significant change of status and require considerable expense and attention;
they last for several days and most people of the village will turn out for the event. Identity, Status and
Leadership Costumes may also express cultural identity or member-ship in a group. Both family and
community ceremonies, including funerals, childbirth, and child-naming occasions, weddings, chief-taincy
celebrations, and house-opening feasts are important social events where members of different extended
families come together and dress in their finest clothing. Men wear a gown ensemble consisting of tailored
gowns, trousers, and hats made from strip-woven cloth while women wear a wrapper ensemble, blouse, and a
head tie. The Yoruba have a custom called aso-ebi, where male and female members of families and social
clubs appear together in dress made of the same type of cloth. In the northwest coast of America, the
confirmation of an inherited privilege or the authentication of a new rank or status occurs during a special type
of public ceremony called a potlatch, which is especially well developed among the Kwakiutl, Haida, and
Tlingit. A potlatch is often held over a period of days and accompanied by the display of objects and the
giving of gifts to the guests. The acceptance of these gifts and the acknowledgment of their purpose are critical
components of a potlatch. Although the ordinary dress of the northwest coast in the eighteenth century
consisted of fairly plain cedar bark capes and blankets, when attending potlatch events, people dressed in their
best clothing and seated themselves according to rank. Ceremonial garments in this area are colorful,
elaborately decorated, and spectacular. A wealthy man might wear a Chilkat or button blanket, a waist robe or
apron, a shirt, leggings, and a headdress, often made of woven spruce root or cedar bark. To the headdress, a
carved frontlet, ermine strips, or basketry rings could be added. Trousers are currently worn under the
garments. The costume of wealthy women is similar to that of men except for the substitution of a plain dress
for the trousers or robe. Shredded cedar bark and mountain goat wool are used for weaving the Chilkat
blanket, considered as a family heirloom. This garment is rectangular at the top and the sides and from the
bottom edge in the shape of a shallow V, there extends a long warp fringe about one-quarter the length of the
blanket. The surface design is clearly a transfer from another medium painting and has the effect of a low
relief. In addition, the curvilinear forms, characteristic of northwest coast art, is successfully achieved. Black,
blue, white, and yellow are the colors that establish the patterns. Buttons are used as well for creating the
details of an image. Dentalium shells-a symbol of wealth-could also ornament a button blanket. The images
are normally crest animals, such as a raven, whale, beaver, or eagle, which connect to clan myths.
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The styles, designs and materials of other times and cultures became more accessible to designers at first hand
as improved travel and communications enabled continents to be crossed with ease. With developments in
photographic and printing techniques, they were also able to glean ideas from secondary sources such as
lavishly illustrated books, magazines and journals. From the s European designers needed only to look around
them to see a rich variety of clothing from all corners of the world. Early 20th century Of the early years of the
20th century it is the clothes designed by Paul Poiret and Mariano Fortuny that reveal the richest evidence of
historical and multicultural sources. Paul Poiret was much influenced by the art and design of the Middle East
and India. For his Thousand and Second Night fancy dress ball of , Poiret dressed his wife in a wired
lampshade tunic over harem trousers. Sorbet, a skirt and tunic, Paul Poiret, The form of jacket worn with it
was said by Fortuny to be suggested by the kimono. When laid out flat the jacket is rectangular in shape; the
side seams stop short of the shoulders to create the arm holes. It is made from silk velvet, widely considered to
be the most noble of Renaissance fabrics. The small naturalistic design, printed with metallic pigments, was
also inspired by 16th-century Italian textiles. During the early s, couture houses embellished evening dresses
with embroidered and beaded decoration in Chinese style or like that in Russian peasant tradition. In direct
contrast, fashion in the s saw a move towards a more feminine silhouette, with bias-cut clothes in smooth
fabrics emphasizing the natural contours of the body. The late s and the Second World War The late s
witnessed a move away from this body-skimming line in favour of historically inspired corsetted dresses with
crinolines and bustles for evening wear. Marocain is a heavy crepe fabric. Evening dress, Edward Molyneux,
These clothes, produced within the Utility scheme in Britain and under L85 regulations in America, do not
reveal any marked historical or cross-cultural influences. Although a minority of women considered it
anachronistic, the New Look was a resounding success among the war-weary population, for whom it evoked
the stability of a previous era and embodied hopes for a better future. The promotion of an exaggeratedly
feminine figure was in keeping with the prevalent view that women should give up the paid employment they
had undertaken as part of the war effort and return to the home. This was to become the source for Teddy boy
street styles. However, in spite of the use of new materials and space age imagery, the short shift shape of
womenswear dominant at this time can be traced back to the s. The surface patterning of this period also had
historical sources: By the late s optimism turned to concern as rising inflation, unemployment and
environmental issues came to the fore. In the luxurious world of high fashion Bill Gibb became famous for his
clothes embellished with applique and embroidered designs. A full-skirted dress with matching turban reflects
the mood for clothing with a gentle ethnic influence. It is made of patchworked cotton fabrics designed by
Susan Collier and Sarah Campbell for Liberty and has applied leather thongs and streamers. After the hard
imagery of late s punk, Vivienne Westwood created her nostalgic, neo-romantic Pirate Collection. The pirate
outfit, consisting of tunic top and sash, waistcoat, jacket and trousers with bicorne two-cornered hat and heavy
boots from draws on a variety of historical and cultural sources. For example, the long slits in the arms of the
jacket refer to the 16th- and 17th-century fashion for slashed fabric. The fine pleating is reminiscent of
Fortuny. However, the choice of fabric a hi-tech polyester and linen mix which is baked in an oven to set the
pleats means that the garment forms angular, sculptural shapes on the body, rather than clinging to it as the
Fortuny does. The lack of concern with revealing the body and the simplicity of the basic shape - when laid
out flat the dress forms a rectangle - are evidence of East Asian traditions. Pirate outfit, Vivienne Westwood,
In the s fashion design became increasingly diverse. A Paul Smith suit mixed flamboyant patchwork fabrics
from Afghanistan with s tailoring, while a Helen Storey ensemble revealsed modern street and sportswear
influences mixed with ethnic-inspired embroidered decoration. It used modern stretchy Lycra fabrics as well
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